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Difference Equations over p-adic Fields 
M. VAN DER PUT 
Introduction and Summary 
The starting point of this work is the difference quation 
a 1 f (x  + bO +"" + asf(x  + bs) = g(x), (0.1) 
where f and g are continuous functions of Z~ into a field K 3 ~v; 
x, bl ..... bss]g~; al ..... a~ K. 
In Section 1, a general definition of difference quation and difference 
operator is given for the case of continuous functions of a compact 
zero-dimensional group G into a complete non-archimedean valued 
field K. The algebra of all difference operators W(G, K), belonging to G 
and K, turns out to be a commutative Banach algebra over K. In the 
case G = 7/~ and K ~ Qp or charK = p, the algebra W(G, K) is especially 
nice, since it is isomorphic to the ring K(X1 ..... Xu) of all power series 
over K in the variables X 1 ..... X u, converging and bounded on 
{(al ..... a.) ~ K~lg[lall < 1}, where Kalg is an algebraic losure of K. 
In Section 2 it is shown that, provided that the valuation of K is 
discrete, K(X  1 ..... X . )  shares many properties with the affinoid algebras 
over K. The algebraic exploration of K (X1 ..... X , )  leads in Section 3 to 
a detailed description of the solution of difference quations (Theorem 
(3.1)) and in Section 4 to Theorem (4.3) which states that, provided that 
the valuation of K is discrete, there is a 1-1 correspondence b tween the 
set of all closed, translation invariant, subspaces of the Banach space of 
all continuous functions of 7/~ into K, and the set of all ideals of the 
noetherean ring K ( X 1 ..... X . ) .  
1. The General Form of a Difference Equation 
Let G be a compact zero-dimensional group and K be any complete 
non-archimedean valued field. We will use the following notations: 
C(G)  = C(G--. K) is the Banach algebra of all continuous functions 
f : G ~ K. The norm is defined by [I f II = sup {[f(x)[lx ~ G}. 
M(G) = M(G, K) is the dual of C(G), consisting of all bounded linear 
maps/~: C(G)~K,  called K-valued measures on G, provided with the 
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usual norm H#]I=sup{l~(f)l[feC(G),Iff l l<l}. The Banach space 
M(G) is made into a Banach algebra by means of the convolution: 
(1.1) (p • v)(f) = I~@v(F), where la, v e M(G), f ~ C(G), F ~ C(G x G) 
is given by F(x, y)= f(xy). Using ([2], p. 417) the fact that C(G)® C(G) 
= C(G x G) one easily checks the following: the formula (1.I) makes 
sense, II~* vii ~ ll/~ll Ilvll, * is bilinear, associative and in case G is 
commutative, • is also commutative. 
W(G)= W(G, K) denotes the closed subalgebra of the Banach 
algebra of all bounded linear operators of C(G) into C(G), consisting 
of those operators which commute with all left-translations on C(G). 
(1.2) Theorem. The Banach algebras M(G) and W(G) are isometrically 
isomorphic. 
Proof. Define ~: W(G)~M(G) by 9(T)= T'(6e), where T~ W(G), 
T' : M(G)-~ M(G) is the adjoint of T, e is the neutral element of G, 6e e M(G) 
is the measure given by fie(f)= f(e). Clearly ~9 is linear and II~ll < 1. 
Define r l :M(G)~W(G) by t/(#)(~0)(a)=#(z,~0), where IzeM(G), 
q) ~ C(G), ~, : C(G)~ C(G) is the left-translation given by (%f) (x) = f (ax). 
The function a~,/z(z,~0) is continuous and thus belongs to C(G). 
Moreover, for any b e G we have Tbr/(#)(q0 = t/(#)(Zbq O. It follows that 
t/(p) is indeed an element of W(G). Clearly I1~11 _-< 1. 
A trivial checking yields: t /~ .  v)=r/(p)r/(v), r/~=id, /~/=id. This 
completes the proof. 
(1.3) Corollary. For all T~ W(G) and # ~ M(G), T'(lt) = # * ~(T). 
Proof. 
rl( p o T) (~p) (a) = #o T(z.~p) = #(T~ TO) = el(p) ( T ~p) (a) : (tl(#)o T) (~o) (a) , 
where ~p e C(G), a ~ G. Hence ~/(T'(#))= t/(# o T) = r/(#) T. Applying ~ we 
find T'(p) = # • 9(T). 
Definition. The elements of W(G) are called difference operators. A 
difference quation is an equation of the form "If= 9 with Te W(G). 
Remarks. (1) The Eq. (0.1) is a difference quation. 
(2) It is somewhat amazing that the condition "G has a K-valued 
Haar measure" is not needed in theorem (1.2). However the proof of (1.2) 
can be simplified under the assumption that G has a K-valued Haar 
measure by using the imbedding C(G)~M(G) induced by the Haar 
measure. 
(3) Suppose that G is commutative, has a K-valued Haar measure 
and that K has enough roots of unity. (See 1-5] for the exact form of 
these conditions.) 
Then difference quations are of a rather trivial nature. To see this we 
invoke [5], Theorem (5.2.10): "The set d of continuous characters on G is 
an e-orthonormal base of C(G), where e = [[G : 111." 
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It is easy to see that W(G) consists of all bounded linearAmaps on 
C(G) which have the diagonal form with respect o the base G of C(G). 
If the residue field of K has characteristic zero then every G has a 
Haar measure. A typical example of a commutative compact group which 
has no K-valued Haar measure, in case the residue characteristic of K 
is p > 0, is Zp the ring ofp-adic integers. In the rest of this section we will 
calculate the algebras M(Z~, K) for u ~N. To do so we need the following 
definition: 
Definition. Let K be any complete non-archimedean valued field (no 
restriction on the residue characteristic). Then K(X  1 ..... Xu> denotes 
the set of all formal power series E a~, ..... ~X~ 1 ... X~(Z a~X ~ for short) 
such that the set {a ......... } is bounded. 
(1.4) Lemma. R, = K (X  1 ..... X , )  provided with the norm lt~a=S=ll 
= sup ta~l is a Banach algebra over K. Its norm is multiplicative (i.e. 
tlfgi] = Ilfl[ Ilgl[)- 
Proof. Clearly R u is a complete normed vector space over K. For 
f ,o~Ru with Ilfll < 1, 11911 < 1 it is immediate that all coefficients of 
fg  have absolute value < 1. It follows that for any f ,  g ~ R, we have 
fg~R u and [[fgH _-< Ilfll Hg/I. So R~ is a Banach algebra over K. 
In showing that Ilfgll = I[fll IJall for all f ,g~R,  we may suppose 
that f 4:0 4= g. Let ~ > 0 and take a real number ~, 0 < ~ < 1, such that 
Ilfll <(1 +~)max}a=}e {'1 and Ilg[I <(1 + e)maxlb,I O 1~1. Here f=Xa,  X ~, 
g=Zb,  X ~, and fg= Zc ,X  ~. Let a,o, bt~ o be the first coefficients, in a 
fixed lexicographical ordering of N~ (b¢ o denotes Nu{0}), satisfying 
la=ol 0 I=°r = max la,I qt-l, tbeo [ Ql#ol = max Ib=l ~lal Then we have 
In this la,ob~ol 0 I~°+a''F ic=o+aol Ql~o+/~ol = ~],+¢=,o+,o a~ba ~l~olQlaol. sum 
is the only term with maximum value. Consequentely [c,o+ao[ ~l~o+aol 
= Ia~o[ eI~°I bao[ 0 ta°l. It follows that tlfgtl > [c~o+ao] e t=°+~°l >maxla=] e I~l 
maxlb~lqt' I>(l+e) -z Ilftl Ilgll. This holds for all ~>0, thus Ilfgll 
- i l f t l  Ilgll- 
Remark. The algebra K(X  1 ..... X~> has the affinoid algebra 
K{X 1 ..... X~} = {Ea~X~I l ima,=0} as a closed subalgebra. As we will 
see in Section 2, K(X  1 ..... X~> shares many properties (at least if the 
valuation of K is discrete) with K{X1 ..... Xu}. As a Banach space 
however K<X~ ..... Xu> is much larger than K{X1 ..... X~} since it is 
not of countable type and K{X~ ..... X~} is. 
(1.5)Theorem The Banach algebra MfZ~, K) is isometrically iso- 
morphic to K( X~ ..... X~> provided that the residue characteristic of K is p. 
Proof. It is known that (see [2], p. 417), in case char K = 0 (so K 3 Qp), 
the set of polynomials {(q ) ... (t") 1(~ ~ ~ ..... ~,) ~ N~}, in the u variables 
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(q ..... t~)6Z~,, form an orthonormal base of C('L~--,K). We adopt the 
notations: t =(t 1 ..... t,); ~=(~, ..... a"); (t~)= (q)cq "'" (t~)" In the c a s e ~ .  
that char K = p, the residues of modulo p2gv form again an orthonormal 
(Z 
baseofCfZ~-*K).Forconveniencewedenotetheresiduesagainby(to¢). 
Now/~ s M(Z~,, K)is determined by the bounded set {/_t ( ( : ) )a  end}.  
bounded set can occur and I],'l =supt /~( ( ; )  ) eeNg/ .  It follows Any 
L \ \~f ]  ) 
implies that (/~. v ) ( ( : ) )=  ~ ~t(e;))v((~)).ByconsequenceO(t,.v) 
= 0(~)g(v) and ~ is also a K-algebra homomorphism. 
(1.6) Corollary. Suppose that the residue characteristic of K is p > O. 
Then every difference operator 0 #- T e W (;g"p, K) is surjectir~e. 
Proof. Combining (1.3), (1.4) and (1.5) one finds that the adjoint T' 
of T is injective and has a closed image in M(~E;, K). Since the Banach 
space C~v K) is of countable type over K, the corollary follows from 
the following lemma. 
(1.7) Lemma. (a) Let E arm F be Banach spaces over K. Suppose that 
for norm II I1" on F, equivalent with the fliven one, the map (F, H tI*) 
(F, j[ [I *)" is an isometry into. Let T: E--* F be a bounded linear map such 
that its adjoint T': F '~E'  is injective and has a closed image. Then T 
is surjective. 
(b) In either of the following cases, the condition imposed on F is 
satisfied: 
(1) F is of countable type over K and K is arbitrary. 
(2) F is arbitrary and K is spherically complete. 
Proof. (a) Let 0 = sup {Ixt ix ~ K, Ixl < 1}. Using the closed graph 
theorem for the operator T' one deduces the existence a constant c > 0 
such that clllil =< Illo rll < tITII IllF] for all leF'. Let Eo={eeEllleH <1}; 
Fo = {f  e Fttl f II < 1 } ; = E K, 0 < Igf < 1 ; 2 ~ K*, t)-I- ~ < ~c. We claim that 
F o __c 2 T(Eo) + ~z2Fo. 
Suppose not. The set 2T(Eo)+~t2Fo is convex, open, closed and 
contains the origin of F. The corresponding norm II I1" on F is hence 
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equivalent with the original norm on F and satisfies: 
{ f~ FI Ilfli* < 1} c= ;tZ(Eo) + nZFo c= { fe  F I J! fil* < I}. 
There is an element x o ~ F o such that x o ~ 2T(Eo)+ n2Fo . Hence 
llXoft*> 1. Since the map (F, 11 l l* )~(f ,  II I1")' is isometric there exists 
l ~ (F, ]t r]*)' with l(xo) = 1 and Illll* < ecl21. 
Then 
]rl,~ TII ~__ [/~[-1 [[A[ o TI[ < IA-1l O-~supll(XZ(Eo))<lAl-to-l~)clAl=c. 
Further clearly 1[1/[ > 1. This yields the contradiction c lilt[ > Ill o T[I. 
Now we will show that T is surjective. Take foeF .  Using 
FoC=2T(Eo)+rc2Fo we find eo~E with Ileoll__<tAtl~lllfotl and 
f l  =fo -  T(eo) has norm _-<lzl II foil- Iterating, one obtains sequences 
e,~E, f~EFwith  lle, II <[nl "-1 121 IIfol], [tf,]l <t~l" IlfolI,L+ 1 =f , -  T(e,). 
It f°ll°ws that f° = T (  ~I=o e~). Hence T is surjective. 
(b) (1) If F is of countable type over K then there exists lbr every 
c~, 0 < e < 1, an ~-orthogonal base of F (see [3], Proposition (1.4)). It 
follows at once that F~F"  is isometric. 
(2) If K is spherically complete then the usual form of Hahn-Banach 
holds for all Banach spaces over K. Thus F~F"  is isometric. 
Remarks. (t) It is clear that the condition imposed on F is not 
superfluous, since there are Banach spaces F and E (both #0) with 
E '=F '=0.  
(2) The analogue of (1.7) for real or complex Banach spaces is true. 
The proof of (1.7) can easily be translated to that case. 
(3) As the proof ofcorollary (1.6) already indicates, a better knowledge 
of the structure of the algebra K(Xt , . . . ,  Xu) will give information on 
difference quations in Z~. In the next section we start the investigation 
of the algebras K ( X 1 ..... )2,,). 
(4) There is a more natural way to obtain the isomorphism of (1.5). 
For this purpose we introduce for a compact group G and a field K 
the set G(K) of all continuous characters of G into K. 
For any field L 3 K we have a canonical embedding i: M(G, K)@KL 
M(G, L). The "Fourier transform" 
F: M(G, K)~b(d(L)-+ L)= {f: d(L)--* L I f  bounded} 
by F(#) (Z) = i(/t) (Z); P e M(G, K), X e G(L). 
(1.8) Proposition. Suppose that the characteristic of the residue field 
of K is p > O. Let G = 2g~. Then: 
(1) For any field L 3 K, G(L) is isomorphic to 
{(a 1 ..... a,) ~ L u I atI lai - 11 < 1 }. 
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In this isomorphism the element (al . . . . .  a~) e L ~, all ]a~ - 1[ < 1, corresponds 
tu to the character t = (t x . . . . .  tu) e Z~,~a~'. . .a,  e L. 
(2) F :M(G,K)~b(G(L )~L)  is an isometry if the valuation of 
L is dense. Moreover im (F) is the algebra of all bounded analytic functions 
on O~ = {ta~ . . . . .  a.) e Z" l la~-  11 < 1 for all i} for which the power series 
expansion at (1 . . . . .  1) converges everywhere on O ~ and has coefficients in K. 
This algebra is isomorphic to K ( X1 ..... X~). 
Proof. (1 )A  continuous character z :G- - ,L  is determined by 
Z(0 .. . .  0, 1, 0 ... . .  0) = as ~ L. The continuity of 3( implies lim a,e" = 0. 
n~oo 
Hence we must have [as- 11 < 1 for all i. On the other hand, i f la~-  11 < 1 
t~ is a continuous character of G into L. for all i, then t~a~ ...a
(2) Let # e M(G, K). Then 
I t ( t~->at~. . .a~)=#(t~-~(a~- l )~. . . (a~-- l )~(~))  
{Here we use the same notat ions as in the proof  of (1.5).). So F(#) has a 
power series expansion at (1 .. . . .  1 ) converging on O, and with coefficients 
in K. It is also clear that every such power series is equal to a F(p). I f  we 
put X~ = (ai - 1) we find that this algebra is isomorphic to K(X~ ..... X,). 
The rest of the proposit ion follows from the well known fact that, in 
case the valuation of K is dense, the norm of any element f e K (X1 .. . . .  X , )  
is equal to sup]f(O,)l .  
fo r  
One sees that 
2. Weierstrass Theorems for K (X  1 . . . .  , Xu) 
We start this section by showing that the rings K(X  a ..... Xu) are 
rather unpleasant if the valuation of K is dense. 
(2.1) Proposition. Suppose that the valuation of K is dense then: 
(a) K ( X 1 ..... X~) is not noetherean. 
(b) Not all ideals of K ( XI ..... X.)  are closed. 
(c) K ( Xt ..... Xu) has maximal ideals of infinite codimension. 
Proof. It is sufficient to give a proof  for u = 1. 
(a) Let (a.) be a sequence in K such that 0 < lall < la21 < "" ;la.I < 1 
all n; I l l a , l "=c>0.  Consider f l=  1 -  = b,X". 
n=l  n=O 
suplb,[ = c -1< ~.  Hence f l  and also all fk, given by 
belong to K(X) .  An easy calculation yields that the 
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set of zeros of fk in {a ~ Kalgllaf < 1 }, where K~l ~ is an algebraic losure 
of K, is precisely {~o~a~l~n any n-th root of unity, n ~ k}. Let J be the 
ideal in K(X)  generated by all fk. 
If J would be finitely generated then J is generated by some fi. 
But fi+ t ¢ (fi). So J is not finitely generated and K(X~ is not noetherean. 
(b) It is known that (a) and (b) are equivalent (see [4], Theorem (1.4)). 
(c) Let M 3 J be a maximal ideal. If M has finite codimension then 
K (X) /M equals a finite field extension of K. The residue of X in that 
field is a root common to all fk- This is a contradiction since the fk'S 
have no common root in Kalg. Hence M has infinite codimension. 
In the rest of this section we will suppose that the valuation of K is 
discrete. For  any Banach algebra R over K its residue algebra 
{a ~ R IIIa[! < 1}/{a E R I !iall < 1} is denoted by /~. The residue of an 
element a ~ R, [rail ~ 1, is denoted by a ~/~. In part icu lar / (  is the residue 
field of K which will also be denoted by k and any/~ is a k-algebra. An 
elementary calculation shows that /~, = k IX1 . . . . .  Xu~ where 
R. = K(Xt  ..... X,), 
Definitions. An element f~  R~, [JfH = 1 is called aeneral in X~ of 
degree s if its residue f ~ k ~X~ ... . .  X~~ has that property. More explicit: 
f=f (X  t .... ,X~)= ~ai(X1 . . . . .  X~_I) X~ should have the form 
i=0  
la~(0 ... . .  0)1 <1 for i=0  ..... s -  1 and la~(0 ... . .  0)l = 1. 
A group A acting on R, (as K-algebra automorphisms) is called 
ample, if there exists for every f ~ R~, ]l f ]l = 1 an element a ~ A with a(f) 
general in X~. 
(2.2) Lemma. (a) Any K-algebra endomorphism of R~ is continuous 
and has norm 1,For all u-tuples (al, ..., a.)~ R~ with ]lai[[ ~ 1. ]ai(0)] < t 
(i = 1 ..... u) there exists one and only one K-algebra endomorphism of 
R~ mapping Xi onto ai for all i. A K-algebra endomorphism of R~ is an 
automorphism if and only if the absolute value of its jaeobian at 0 is 1. 
(b) / f  u = I then A = {id} is ample. 
(c) I f  char k = 0 then the group GI~(VK), where VK = {2 ~ K 112] ~ 1}, 
acting as automorphisms on K (X  t.. . . .  X , )  is ample. 
(d) / f  char k = p >0 then the action of the group GI~(Zv) on R~, 
defined by: /f a = (ai,2)~',i= 1 ~ Gl~, )  then a((1 + X~)) = (1 + X0 .... 
...(1 + X,) ~',~, is ample. 
Proof. (a) The set of maximal ideals of finite codimension of R~ 
is denoted by Maxo(R~). It is in 1-1 correspondence with the set 
((a~ ..... a~) ~ K~l~ltait < 1}, divided out by conjugacy under the Galois 
group of K,~g over K. 
The well known fact tlfll = sup{If(at . . . . .  a,)l [ai ~ K~lg, fail < 1} im- 
plies that IIf II = sup {l~(f)l[ Y¢ ~ Max0 (Ru)}. 
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Any K-algebra endomorphism q~ of R~ induces a map (p' : Maxo(Ru) 
--*Maxo(R~) and hence IIq'(f)ll < Ilfll. In fact IIq~fl -- 1 since q0(l) = 1. 
Given at ..... a~ ~ Ru, Ilaill < 1, la,(0)[ < 1, the maprp(f) =f(a l  ..... a,) 
is well defined and has the required properties. Let ~ be another K-algebra 
endomorphism of Ru satisfying ~P(X3 = ai for all i. Then the mappings 
q/,¥,':Maxo(R,)--,Maxo(R~) coincide, since (p and tp coincide on 
K[X  1 . . . . .  Xu], and all maximal ideals of finite codimension are generated 
by polynomials. 
It follows that 2(q~(f))=20p(f)) for all 2~Maxo(R,). Hence 
Hq~(f) -- tp(f)II = sup {I2(~o(f)) - 5:(~(f))tlYc ~Maxo(R.)} = O. 
So ~0(f) = ~(f )  for all f .  
The Jacobian condition is clearly necessary. To prove sufficiency, we 
observe that ~o induces for every e,0 < O < I, an endomorphism q)o of 
K{X,o}={Ea,  X~llima~ol'l=O}. It is well known ([1], Satz2 on 
p. 409) that q~0 has an inverse ~o" For 0<e<e'< 1. wo(Xi)=~p0,(X3 
(i = 1 ..... u). Therefore a i = lb'o(X~) ~K(X  1 ..... X.); Ila~ll _-< 1, [ai(O)l < 1, 
and the map ~p of R. into itself, given by Ip(Xi) = ai, for all i, is the inverse 
of rp. 
(b) Obvious. 
(c) It is sufficient to show that Gl~(Vr~) working on the residue 
algebra k~Xt ..... X.~ is ample. But that is well known (and easily 
checked) since Gl~(VK) acts there as G/,(k). 
(d) Again it suffices to prove that the induced action of Gl,(Zp) on 
k~X1 ..... X.~ is ample. For ~z 1 ..... ~Z._l eN we consider the element 
a ~ Gl~(2gp) given by a(e~) = ei + p~'e,, i = 1 ..... u - 1 and a(e~) = % The 
map q~ : k~X t..... X,~ ~ k~X~ defined by ~0(f) = a(f)  (0 ..... O, X~) can 
be calculated to be: 
q~(f )=f(X~  ..... X~ . . . .  ,X~), We have to show that for any 
fek [X~ ..... Xu~, f *O ,  there are el . . . . .  %-1 eN such that ~0(f)=O. 
The map q~ may be decomposed asfollows: k[X 1 ..... Xu~-4-~k[X2 ..... X.~ 
- -~ . . . - ' - rk~Su_ i ,  Xu~ A . . . . .  , k [X J ,  where Ai,,(Xi)=Xg ~', Ai,,(X~)=Xj for 
j> i .  Hence it will suffice to show that for every 9~ek~X~ ..... X,~, 
~ 4: 0, there exists n e N with A~(g3 4: 0, 
Suppose A~(g~) = 0 then gi ~ kerA~ = (X~- v" Xd ) which is a prime 
ideal of height one. Since k~X~ ..... X~] is noetherean, any ~i4:0 is 
contained in only a finite number of prime ideals of height one and we are 
done. 
Remark. The assumption that K is discrete is rather hidden i the 
proof of (2.2). It is used in the formula/~ = k~X~ ..... X~. However the 
proof of(a) is valid for any field K. In (b) and (c), (d) the assumption that the 
valuation of K is discrete is used. Indeed, if the valuation is dense then 
there are elements fe  R,, IIf[I = 1, such that all coefficients of f have 
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absolute value < 1. No  automorphism can make an element of that 
type general in X.. 
(2.3) Theorem (Weierstrass Preparation and Division). 
(1) Let f ~ R. = K ( X1 ..... Xu), [I f l] = 1, be general in Xu of order s 
and let g ~ R u. Then "g = qf  + r, q e R., r ~ R._ 1 [Xu] of degreex.(r) < s" 
has a unique solution. Moreover the solution satisfies I]g]l = max(llqll, ]lrrl). 
(2) f can be written in the form f=aw,  where [latl = 1, a is 
a unit and w e R._ 1 IX.]  is a Weierstrass polynomial of degrees . (i.e. 
w = wo(X~ . . . . .  x~_ l )+ w,(X~ . . . . .  x . _ l )  x .+. . .  + ws_~(x~ . . . . .  x . _d  x ' . -  
+ XL Ilwifl _-< 1, Iwi(0)l < 1 for i=0  .. . . .  s -1 . ) .  
Proof. (1) We reduce the statement o the Weierstrass division 
theorem for k~X1 ..... X~. We may of course suppose Ilgll_-<l, Let 
z e K, 0< Inl < 1, be a uniformizing parameter.  Then ~) =~)of  + ko with 
q0, roe  R,, Ilqoll < 1, Hr0ll < 1, r o ~ R,_ l [ s . ]  of degree <s. By induction 
one finds elements 9,, q,, r, all with norm < Ircl"; g, =g, - t -  q, f - r , ;  
r~R~_~[X, ]  of degree <s. It follows that g= q, f+ r , .  
n=O 
So we found a solution (q, r) with max(llqll, Hrll) = Irgfl. 
In showing uniqueness; let 0 =qf  + r be a non trivial expression. 
We may suppose llq]J = IIr][ = 1. Then 0 = of  + i" is a non trivial expression 
in k[X  1 ..... Xu~. This is a contradiction. 
(2) This follows in a formal way from (1): Put X~=qf+r  and 
w = X~ - r is a Weistrass polynomial  of degree s in X.. Put f = aw + r'. 
Substituting one gets f = aqf  + r'. Uniqueness of the division yields 
aq = 1 and r' = 0. Hence f = aw. 
(2.4) Corollary. Let the group A act amply on R,. Then: (1) For 
every ideal I C Ru there exists a number d, 0 < d < u and an element a ~ A 
such that K (X  1 ..... Xd)na( I )=O and R J I  is a finite K (X  1 ..... Xd)- 
module. 
(2) Ru is noetherean ; every ideal of R~ is closed; all maximal ideals of R~ 
have finite codimension over K;  R~ is a Jacobson ring. 
Proof. We omit the proof, since it goes along the usual lines of 
function theory in several variables (see [1], Kap. I). The result: R,, is 
noetherean could have been obtained without the Weierstrass theorems 
as a simple application of [4]. Theorem (5.3). 
For  later use we insert the following results: 
(2.5) Corollary. (1) K (X)  is a principal ideal domain. Every ideal in 
K (X)  is generated by a Weierstrass polynomial. For T ~ K (X) ,  T 4: O, 
d imK(X) /TK(X)  equals the number of roots of T in {a ~ galg ] lal < 1}. 
(2) Every ideal of R. is an intersection of ideals which are of finite 
codimension i  R,. 
14' 
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(3) For every ideal of R u which is of finite codimension, there are 
Weierstrass polynomials Pl ..... p, ~ K(X)  such that all pi(X~) belongs 
to the ideal. 
Proof. (1) According to (2.3) part (2) every ideal J 4:0 of K(X)  
contains ome polynomial 4:0. Let p be a polynomial in d of minimal 
degree. Again using (2.3) one sees that p must be a Weierstrass polynomial 
and generates J. The rest of (t) is obvious, 
(2) Let J be an ideal of Ru and let J '  be the intersection of all ideals 
containing J, which have finite codimension i R~. Suppose that Y 4: J '  
and let t E J'"~/. The ideal J" = {a e Ru [at e J} is proper and contained in 
some maximal ideal M C R.. It follows from (2.4) that every J + M" has 
finite codimension in R., Hence t~ (~ ( J+  M"). Let S denote the 
n=l  
localization of Ru at M. Since S is noetherean we have 
JS = N (JS + (MS)") (see Zariski-Samuel, Part 1, Chapter 4, Section 7, 
n=l  
Theorem 12'). 
It follows that t ~ JS  and there exists a ~ R \M with at ~ J. This 
contradicts J" ( M. 
(3) The kernel of the map ~o:K(X) -~R. / J ,  given by ~0(X)=Xi, is 
generated by some Weierstrass polynomial pi4:0. This proves the 
statement. 
3. Solution of Difference Equations on 7Z,~ 
To avoid trivialities (see Section 1, Remark (3) after (1.3)), we suppose 
in this section that the characteristic of the residue field of K is p > 0. 
The group of continuous automorphisms of Z~ is exactly GI~(Z~). 
The natural action of this group on W(Zp, K )= M(Z~, K)= R, is the 
action defined in Lemma (2.2), part (d). It follows that every difference 
operator T, [t TIt = t, T~ R, equals a Weierstrass polynomial in X~ 
(of some order s), after a linear transform on Z~ and after disregarding a 
unit of R~. So without loss of generality we may suppose that T has the 
form: 
T= wo(A1 ..... Au-l) 
+ wl(A1 ..... A~_~) A. + ... + w~-~(~l ..... A._~) ~.-~ + A~,, 
where Ai=ze , -1 ;e  I ..... e. the base of Zp over Zp and tlw~ll<l; 
]wi(O ..... 0)l < 1. 
(3.1) Theorem. With the notations above: (1) Given g6CflEp); 
fo ..... f~-x ~ C(:E~ - l)  there exists a unique f 6 C~Z~p) satisfying T f=g 
and f ( t  1 ..... t~_ 1, i) =f i (q ..... tu_a) for i=0  ..... s -  1. In particular the 
kernel of T is isomorphic (as a Banach space) to C(71"p-1) ~.
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(2) In case u= 1, ker T is finite dimensional and its dimension is 
equal to the number of zeros of T in {a e Kajgllal < 1}. 
I f  al ..... at ~ Kale, lajl < 1, are all the zeros of T, multiplicities nl..... n~, 
then the set {ti(1 + aj)tfj= 1 ..... s;O<i<ny} is a base for ker T. 
i=0 \ - /  
i=0 \ t !  
The explicit form of Tf  =g now reads: 
(3.2) hi+s + ws_ l(A 1 ..... A,_ 1) hi+z-1 +"" + wo(A1 ..... Au-x) hi = 9i for 
all i>0.  
So h 0 ..... hs_ I determine all hi, i > s. This implies the uniqueness ofthe 
solution f.  Atl we have to show for the existence of a solution f is to prove 
that the formal solution (hi)~o of (3.2) satisfies lim }l hill = 0. 
To show this we introduce a function a on C(Z~- 1). Let Q, 0 < ¢ < I, be 
given. Then, if h ~ C(Z~- t) has norm <~ we put ~t(h) = 0. If Ilhll > ¢ then 
~(h)=max{l~l+l l~ lN~ -1 such that the coefficient of ( t ) in  the 
expansion of h has absolute value > Q}. 
Let N be such that IIg~l] < ~ for all i __> N. The properties ofw 0 ..... w~_~ 
imply that for i > N we have 
a(h~+~) < max(~(hi+~_ 1) ..... ~t(hi)). 
Consequentely there exists a number N' with IIh~ll < ~ for all i=> N'. 
Hence lim II hill = 0. 
(2) The decomposition T= aw of (2.3) and part (1) of (3.1) yields: 
dim ker T=d im ker w=degree w--number of zeros of T in 
{a ~ g~gllal < 1}. It is further easy to verify that the given functions are 
linearly independent and belong to ker w = ker T. 
Remark. As one can see from (3.1) the theory of difference quations 
on Z~, is rather similar to the classical theory of differential equations 
with constant coefficients. A natural question is the following: "Can one 
extend (3.t) to difference quations with non-constant coefficients?". 
The following proposition answers this in the negative, by showing 
that every bounded linear operator on C('E~) can be viewed as a difference 
operator with non-constant coefficients. 
(3.3) Proposition. Every bounded K-linear map T of CfE~p~K) 
into itself can uniquely be written as T = E g~, ....... A ~... A ~, g~ ~ C(Z~--* K), 
and sup ttg~ll < or. Moreover II T]I = sup tlg~ll, 
Proof. A bounded linear operator T is determined by the bonded set 
tT((tct)) o:elN~l. We try to find g~e CfE~)with G=Eg#A ~ has the 
, /  
property G ( ( ; ) )=  T (( : ) ) for  all 0t. 
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easily seen sup "gflN ~sup ~[r~ I('i?ll ~ J, T~I,. Clearly T=G.  
Remark. Another emarkable fact is that the special form of M(Z~, K) 
= K(X  a ..... X,)  has nothing to do with the groupstructure of Z~ but is 
merely a phenomenon i linear operators. To illustrate this we give the 
following proposition: 
(3.4) Proposition. Let E be a Banach space over K (no restrictions on 
the characteristic of the residue field of K) having an orthonormal base 
{e, [n e No}. The algebra of bounded linear operators on E is denoted by 
L(E). For A, B ~ L(E) we put [ A, B] = AB - B A. The operators T, U ~ L(E) 
are given by T(e,)=e,_l  for n__> 1, T(eo)=0 and U(e,)=e,+ l .for all 
n > O. Then: 
(1) {A e L(E) I IT, A] = 0} = K (T ) .  Further ,for every B e L(E) there 
exists A e L(E) with [T, A] = B, 
(2) {Ae L(E)I[U,A] =0} =K(U}.  
ProoJ~ (1) If A commutes with T then there are lements 2o ..... 2,, 
... e K such that A(e,) = 2oe, + 21e,_1 +..- + 2,co. Since sup IFA(e,)H 
=]]A]I < go it follows that sup t2,[ = }lA][. Further clearly 
A= ~ 2 ,T"~K(T) .  
n=O 
Given B~L(E) we define A on the base {e, Jn~No} by induction 
using the following rule: Ae. = U(Be, + A Te,), n ~No, Since JJAe, lj < IIB[J 
for all n, A can be extended to a bounded linear operator on E. On the 
base (e,) dearly IT, A] (e.) = B(e,). Hence [T, A] = B, 
(2) IfA commutes with U, A is determined by A eo = ~ 2iei, lim 2i = 0. 
i=0  
So clearly A = ~ 2i U ~ ~ K { U). 
i=0 
4. lnvariant Subspaces 
In this section we suppose that G is a commutative compact zero- 
dimensional group. There are no restrictions on the field K, An invariant 
subspace of C(G-*K) is a closed linear subspace of C(G-*K) which is 
invariant under all translations {To ig ~ G}. 
(4.1) Lemma. Let A C B be invariant subspaces of C(G--* K). (t) I f  
f e A then A f ~ C(G)~C(G), given by A f (x ,  y)= f (x  + y), belongs to 
A~A.  
(2) The dual A' of A is a commutative Banach algebra under the 
convolution defined by (l * m) f -- l ® re(A j), where f e A; l, m e A'. 
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(3) Let W ( A ) denote the algebra of all bounded K-linear operators on A 
which commute with all translations on A. The mappings r/a: A '~ W(A) 
and •a : W(A)-oA', given by r/a(l)(f)= l@ la(A f ) ;  •A(T)(f)= T(f)(0); 
I e A', Te W(A) and f e C(G), are each others inverses. Moreover I~A and 
8A are isometrical K-Banaeh algebra isomorphisms. 
(4) For any TeW(B),  we have T(A)C=A. Let a :W(B)~W(A)  
denote the restriction map and let o : A-oB be the inclusion. Then the 
foltowino diagram is commutative: 
B' ~ W(B) 
A ' ~---~a W(A) 
Proof. (1) For any ~: > 0 there is an open subgroup H C G such that 
all cosets y l+H ..... y~+H have the property If(a)-f(b)l<=~ if 
a, bey i+H.  It follows that A f -  ~ (zy,f)®~y~+n <=5, where 
i=1 
denotes the characteristic function of the open and closed set Yi + H. 
So Af t  AQ C(G). Also Af t  C(G)(~A and by consequence A f e A@A. 
(2) Using (1) one sees that the formula in (2) makes sense. The 
checking that * makes A' into a Banach algebra is easily done. 
(3) By (l) and (2) one sees that ~/A and OA are well defined. As in 
(1.2) one easily checks the properties of ~/A and 0 A. 
(4) It suffices to show that for Te W(B), S= qAo ~'o ~9,(T)e W(A) 
and feA  we have T( f )=S( f ) .  It follows then that T(A)C=A and 
a = ~/A ° ~' ° 08- The other commutativity relations in the diagram follow 
at once. Now S(f) =qA o Q o ~B(T)f= (Qo OB(T))® l (A f )= (~,(T)® 1) 
(A f )=  ~R ~ On(T)(f)= T( f )  and we are done. 
Definitions. For any ideal J C W(G) we denote by N(J) the set 
{ fe  C(G)[ Tf=O for all TeJ}. For an invariant subspace A CC(G) 
we put I(A)= {Te W(G)[ T(A) =0}. 
(4.2) Corollary. N(J) is an invariant subspace of C(G) and I(A) is a 
closed ideal in W(G). Suppose that either K is spherically complete or that 
G is metrizable. Then Jot any invariant subspace A wehave NI(A)= A 
and W(G)/I(A) is isometrically isomorphic to the Banach algebra W(A). 
Proof. The first line of (4.2) is obvious. The condition imposed onK 
or G assures that we can use for subspaces E of C(G) the following weak 
form of Hahn-Banach: "For every I t E' and e > 0 there exists an extension 
m e C(G)' of  I such that tl m II < (1 + ~) Illll." 
This is true since, in case K is spherically complete the usual form of 
Hahn-Banach holds and in case G is metrizable, C(G) is a Banach space of 
countable type. (See the same argument in the proof of (1.7).) 
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The weak form of Hahn-Banach can be restated in the form: the map 
C(G)'/{I ~ C(G)'II(E)= 0}---, E' is bijective and isometric. 
Apply now (3) and (4) after substituting B = C(G), Then one gets that 
W(G)/I(A) is isometrically isomorphic to W(A). Further, the adjoint i' 
of the inclusion map i: A~NI (A)  has no kernel since INt(A)=I(A). 
Again using the weak form of Hahn. Banach for subspaces of C(G) we 
find that A = NI(A). 
Remark. (4.2)suggests the following question: "What ideals J of 
W(G) satisfy IN(J)= J~.'. An answer to this question would give a 
description of the invariant subspaces of C(G) since by (4.2) there is a 
1-t  correspondence b tween the set of all invariant subspaces of C(G) 
and the set of all ideals J of W(G) satisfying 1N(J)= J. (Under the same 
restriction as in (4.2).). 
We will not pursue the question above for general groups G and 
fields K since that would lead us into harmonic analysis. However the 
- -  u case: G-  ;lp, the valuation of K discrete and the residue characteristic 
of K equal to p, is quite easily settled using the knowledge about WfZ~, K) 
given in section 2. 
(4.3) Theorem. Let G = Z~ and let K be afield with a discrete valuation 
and with residue characteristic p > O. Then: For every ideal J of W(G, K) 
=K(X  1 ..... Xu) we have IN( J )=J  and consequentely there is a I -1 
correspondence between th  set of all ideals of K ( Xz ..... X,,) and the set 
of all invariant subspaces of C(Z~ ~ K). 
Proof. According to (4.2) and the remark following it we have only to 
show that IN( J )=J  for every ideal J of K(X  1 ..... Xu). Using (2.5) 
part (2) one sees that it suffices to show that IN(J)= J for all ideals J 
which are of finite codimension in K(X  1 ..... X,). 
Let J bean ideal of finite codimension. Then J ~ Jo = (Pl (X0 ..... pu(Xu)) 
where Pi~ K(X)  is a Weierstrass polynomial of degree r~ (see (2.5) part (3).) 
For i=  1 ..... u, the kernel AiC= C(Zp~K) of p~(A) has dimension ri, 
according to (3.1). Clearly A= A 1 ®A2... ®A,C-N(Jo) and by conse 
quence I(A) ~= 1N(Jo) 3= Jo and codim I(A) = dim A = r I ... ru = codim Jo- 
It follows that Jo = IN(Jo) and A = N(Jo). 
Now N(J)= {x e All(x)=0 for all l e ~gA(J/Jo) } and its dimension 
must be equal to dim A - dim J/Jo. Hence eodim IN(J) = dim N(J) 
= dim A - dim J/Jo = codim Jo - dim J/Jo = codim J. Thus J = 1N(J). 
(4.4) Corollary. The set of invariant subspaces of C(Z~ ~ K), ordered 
by inclusion, satisfies the descendin O chain condition (i.e. everydescendin9 
chain of invariant subspaees is finite.). 
Proof. This follows from (4.3) and the ascending chain property for 
ideals in K ( X1 ..... X.). 
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